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                                    Abstract

   Departing from tradltienal location theory (which treats a firm as a single-unit entity), in this paper

we consider that each firm consists of multiple units which exchange information or services. Specifically,

we develop a general equilibrium model of the city, in which each firm consists of a front-unit (e.g.,

business office) and back--unit (e.g., plant or back-office). Each front-unit interacts with all other front-

units for the purpose of business communications, while each back-unit exchanges information or

management services only with the front-unit of the same firm. Each firm must choose the location of its

front-unit and back-unit optimally. The equilibrium spatial configuration of the city is determined as an

outcome of interactions among all firms and households through competitive land and labor markets. We

show that depeRding on parameters, a variety of interesting patterns of metropolitan spatial organizatien

emerges.

1. Introduetien

    In the traditional Iocation theory, the firm has been treated as a single-unit entlty.i In

the context of urban iocation theory, this single-unit approach to a firm Iocation might

have been appropriate because, in the past, most firms in a city conducted their main

activities at a single iocaeion. Recently, however, many firms in large cities have started

to conduct their activities at separate locations.

    For example, many business firms (e.g., investment banks) in large cities of developed

countries have recently moved a part of their office activities (such as billing, book-

keeping, planning, research, and employee training) to the suburbs. A business firm

typically conducts a part of its activities (such as face-to-face communication with other

business firms) at the front-qffice located in the central business district (CBD), and the rest

of lts activities are carrled out at the bacle-oLMce located in the suburbs. As another

example, many manufacturing firms in Iarge cities conduct their business activities at their

headquarters located in the CBD while their manufacturing plants remain in the suburbs.

This spatial segregation of firm activities is mainly due to the recent development of

telecommunication technologies (including computer related communication techno-
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logies).2

    If a firm is located and conducts all of its activities in the CBD both inter-communica-
                                                        ,
tions (among its various units) and extra-communications (with other business offices) can

be maintained most efficiently. However, by doing so, the firm must incur large floor-rents,

while its workers rnust commute over long distances from the suburbs. OR the other hand,

if the firm moves all of its activities to the suburbs, it will incur a severe disadvantage in

(face-to-face) communications with other business offices. Therefore, given recent devel-

opments in telecommunication technologies, a typicaHarge firm (e.g., Merrill Lynch, the

largest investment bank in the U.S.) may keep its front-office in the CBD (e.g., Manhattan)

and build a spacious back-office (or, production plant) in the far removed suburbs (e.g.,

Princeton), with the two offices connected by modern communication equipment such as

inter-computer networks and facsimlles.

    Given these innovations in the spatial reorganization of firm activities, in this paper we

develop a rnulti-unit approach to the location of firms, and examine possible impacts of

communication technologies on the spatial organization of large cities. Specifjcally, we

develop a general equilibrium model of the city, in which each firm consists of a fivnt-unit

(e.g., business office) and back-unit (e.g., plant, back-office, or R & D unlt). Each front-unit

is assumed to interact with all other front-units for the purpose of business communica-

tions, while each back-unit exchanges information or management services only with the

front-unit of the same firm. Each firm must choose the location of its front-unie and back-

unit optimally. The equilibriuin spatiai configuration of the city is determined as an

outcome of interactions among all front-units, back-units and households (i.e., workers)

through competitive land and labor markets. Depending oR parameter specifications (e.g.,

commuRication costs among front-uRits, communication costs between front-units and

back-units, and commuting costs of workers), a variety of interesting patterns of metropoi-

itan spatiai organization emerges.

    In section 2, we develop the model. Although our model is a multi-unit extension of

the nonmonocentric city model by Ogawa and Fujita (1980), the two models are different

in an essential aspect. That is, as was noted before, in our model each firm may occupy

land at two different locations. This makes it difficult to apply the traditional concept of

bid rent functions. We overcome this difficulty by reformulating the firm's behavior ln a

decentralized form. That is, in section 3, we introduce shadbw Proft fatnctions of front

-units and back-units respectively, and propose to obtain the optimal location-pair (i.e.,

location of the front-unit and back-unit) of each firm as a Nash location-equtlibn'um in

which each front-unit (back-unit) chooses its location optimally (so as to maximize its ewn

shadow profit) while taking the location of the associated back-unit (front-unit) as given.

   In section 4, first we describe the conditions for a Nash equilibn'um co7diguration of the

city, in which each front-unit and back-unit maximizes its own shadow profit function. A

Nash equilibrium configuration, however, does not always represent a global equilibrizam

conLfigerration in which each firm maximizes its (real) profit function by choosing the

location of jts front-unit and back-unit simultaneozdsly. Hence, by introducing an additjonal

requirement, we obtain the global equilibrium conditions. We also introduce further

specifications of several parameter functioRs.
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   Itturns out that given each set of pararneters, although there may exist more than one

Nash equilibrium configuration, there exists oRe and only one global equilibrium configura-

tion. In section 5, we show that there exists, in total, eleven different (global) equilibrium

configurations. We discuss which configuration is likely to be observed under what

conditions. Finaily, iR section 6, we discuss further research directions.

2. The model

   Assume that a city develops in a given geographical space X. The city accommodates

a contiRuum of homogeReous firms and a continuum of homogeneous households (i.e.,

workers). Each firm consists of two units, the front-unit and back-unit. Each front-unit

interacts with all other front-units for the purpose of business communications, while each

back-unit is assumed £o interact (for exchange of information or management services)
with oRly the froRt-unit of ehe same firm.3 Each firm rr}ust choose the location of its front-

unit and back-unit optimally. Households supply labor to firms by commuting, and receive

wages. We assume that all land in the city is owned by absentee landlords, and that the

land not occupied by households or firms is used for agriculture, yielding a constant rent

RA. Everywhere ln X, the density of land is assumed to be 1. Furthermore, both land aRd

labor markees are assumed to be perfectly competitive. The equilibrium spatial configura-

tion of the city is determined as an outcome of interactions among all firms and households

through competitive land and labor markets. We describe below the behavior of each

household and firm in detail.

2.1. Households

   There are IV identical households in a city. The utility function of each household is

given by U(S, Z), where S represents the consumption of land and Z the consumption of

the composite (consumer) goods. For simplicity, we assume that S is fixed for all

households at some constant Sh. We also assume that each household supplies a unit of

labor to a firm, and that the composlte goods are imported at a constant prlce of 1. Then,

if a househo}d chooses to reside at x Ei! X and work at x.E: X, then its budget constraint is

given by

       Z+R(x)Sh+T(x, x.) == W(x.), (2.1)
where T(x, x.) is the commuting cost from x to xw, and W(xto) is the wage rate at x.. Now,

since a lot size is fixed at the constant Sh, the objective of each household is to choose a

residential location x and working Iocation x. which rnaximize the amount of corRposite-

goods consumption given by

       Z(x, xw) =W(xw)-R(x)Sh- T(x, xw). (2.2)
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2.2. Firms

   There are M homogeneous firms in the city.` Each firm produces some type of servlce

or goods which is exported outside the city at the constant (normalized) price of 1. As noted

before, each firm consists of a front-unit and back-unit. The main task of the froRt-unit

of a firm is to communicate with all other firrns (through their front-units). The back-unit

of a firm engages in the internal operation of the firm, and makes contact with the front-

unit of the same firm only. The relationship between front-units and back-units are

depicted in Figure 1. If a firm chooses its front-unit at xGX and back-unit at yEi X, the

B

F

l>
F

F B

B

Figure 1. Front-units (F) and Back-units (B).

firm incurs an intpt'rm communicalion cos4 7(x, y), per unit oftime. Here, we assume

that such intrafirm communications can be attained through routine contacts between the

two units, and hence the cost 7(x, y) depends only on the location pair, x and y. It is

assumed that 1(x, x)=:O for all xEX.

   Each front-unit, however, actively engages in communication with other front-units.

Here, it is postulated that communication itself is measurable in terms of some ievel of

contact activdy, q (e.g., the number of face-to-face contacts per uni£ of time), and that each

front-unit is free to choose its optimal level of contact activity wlth other front-units.5

   Each front-unit is assumed.to require Sf units of land and Lf units of labor, while each

back-uRit reguires Sb units of land and Lb units of labor. [Here, each Sf, Lf, Sb, and Lb

is a given positive constant.] Let f(x) and b(x) denote respectively the density of front-units

and that of back-units at each location xEX, and R(x) and W(x) represent respectively

the land rent and wage rate at each x. We assume that if a firm having the front-unit at

x and back-unit at y chooses a level, q(x, 2), of communication with eve7y single front-unit

(of other firms) at location z (for all 2EX), the profit ll of the firm (per unit of time) may

be given by
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       ll(x, y, q(x, ')) =L v[q(x,2)]f(x)de-Lc(x,z)q(x,2)f(z)de

                       -R(x)S,-W(x)Lf-R(gy)S,-W(gy)L,-1-'(x,y). (2.3)

Here, V is an appropriate numerical function and V[q(x,z)] represents the contribution of

contacts q(x,2) (with a front-ttnit at 2) to the revenue of the firm, and c(x,z) represents the

cost of communication per unit contact between locations x and z.6 Hence, on the right

side of (2.3), the first and second terms represent respectively the total benefits and total

costs of interfirm communicatioRs, the third aRd fourth terms represent the land cost and

iabor cost of the froRt-unit, the fifth and sixth terms those of the back-unit, and the last

term represents the intrafirm communication cost.

   Each firm chooses its frone-unit iocation x, back-unit location y, and contact pattern

q(x, ･) so as to maximize the profit Ilr(x,y,q(x, ･)) [taking front-unit distribution f(gy) and

other market variables as given]. To simplify expression (2.3), note that the first two terms

on the right side of (2.3) can be rewritten as

       Lv[q(x,z)]f(z)de-Lc(x,z)q(x,2)f(x)de

                       ="L{y[q(x,z)]-c(x,z)q(x,z)}f(z)dz.

Therefore, for each pair of x and 2e X, the optimai q(x,a) can be determined independent

of L Namely, for each cEM+, Iet q*(c) be the solution to the following maximization

problem:

       maxV(q)-cq subjecttoq2}iO. (2.4)
         q
Then, the optimai q(x,z) can be expressed as q*[c(x,y)]. Hence, if we define the accessibil-

ily measure, a(c), for each cGl!ee+ by

       a(c)fi V[q*(c)]-cq*(c), (2.5)
then for each location pair, x and gy, the maximum profit ll(x,y)iE fl(x,y,q'[c(x,･)] is given

by7

       ll(x,y)= A(x)-R(x)Sf- W(x)Lf-R(y)Sb- W(y)Lb-r(x,g), (2.6)

where

       A(x)ur".Lla[c(x,z)]f(z)de. (2.7)
In (2.7), A(x) represents the aggragate accessibilily meczsure of each location xeX.

   From (2.6), given distributions A(･), R(･), and W(･), each firm chooses its froRt-unit

iocation x aRd back-uRit iocation y so as to maximize its profit 17(x,y). While, from (2.

2), each household chooses a residential location u and working location xw so as to

maximize the composite-goods consumption Z(x,x.). An equilibrium is reached when all

M firms achieve the same maximum profit, all N households the same maximum utility,

and land aRd labor markets are cieared everywhere. Here, to assure that a full employ-

meRt prevails iR the city at equilibrium, we assume that
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3. Reformulation of the firm behavior in a decentralized form

   We wish to express the equilibrium coRditions of the land-use model above by using

the concept of bid rent fanctions. Our model, however, is fundamentally different from

traditional models in one respect. Namely, as shown by (2.6), each firm occupies land at

two different locations (provided xiy).8 This makes it difficult to apply the traditional

concept of bid rent functions.

   One way to overcome this difficulty, which we adopt in this paper, is £o reformulate
the firm's behavior in a decentralized forrn. Namely, assuming that we can find a tshadozq,)

Proft junction, M(xlg), of each front-unit and a tshadowf Proft fanction, 17b(ylx), of each

back-unit such that

                             f171f(x*1y*)-maxliZlf(xly")

       ll(X*'Y*)=xEMx9yXExll(X'g)=:>ii]i,(y*Ex*)=rll[a:x.iz,(yEx*), (3'i)

aRd

       17](x*Iy*)=maxlZf(xly*)
       l7b(y*sx*)=iillllXx17b(ytx*) ='l]'(X*'Y*)=..m.g.:!.17'(x,g)･ (3･2)

                 yEX

Condition (3.1) means that if (x*,y') is an optimal location-Pair of a firm, then it is also a

A7kesh equilibn'um location-Pair for the front-unit and back-unit, where each unit maxi-

mizes its profit function independently (taking the location of the other as given). Converse-

ly, condition (3.2) means that if (x*,y") is a Nash equilibrium location-pair, then it is also

an optimal location-pair.

   If we can find such a pair of shadow profit functions, then the optimal locatioR-pair

of each firm will be obtained as a result of independent profit-maximizatioR by each unit.

It turns out that although it may not be easy to find a pair of shadow profit functions that

always satisfy both conditioRs, (3.1) and (3.2), we can readily find a pair of profit functions

that always satisfy condition (3.1). For example, let us define

       lz,(xly)-A(x)-R(x)s,-vr(x)L.-r(x,y)-p(y), (3.3)

       llb(yix)=P(x)-R(y)Sb- W(y)Lb-T(x,y), (3.4)
where P(･) can be any function of X.9 Recalling the original profit function (2.6), it can be

readily verified that if we use (3.3) and (3.4), then conditions (3.1) are always satisfied.

   Therefore, in the following we adopt the shadow profit fuRctions (3.3) and (3.4), and

obtain equiiibrium spatial configurations in two steps. In the first step, we obtain all Ntzsh

equilibrium conLfig7utions (of the city) in which the following Nash condition

       171f(x"]y*)=:=max171f(xiy*)l

       IIZb(g'"lx')=ril[alxl 17b(yix*)i (3･5)
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ls satisfied by the froRt-unit location x* and back-unit location y* of each firm. Then, in

the second step, we choose the global a.e., reaip eqblilibrium contgumtions (from all Nash

equillbrium configurations) in which conditions (3.2) also are satisfied by the Nash iocation

pair of every firm.

   Note from (3.3) and (3.4) that ehe intrafirm communication cost, T(x,y), appears in the

shadow profit functions of both units. This double qccounting of the inerafirrn communica-

tion cost is an accounting device which is essential for conditions (3.1) to be satisfied, i.e.,

for the optimal location pair of each firm to be sustained as a Nash equilibrium location

pair.'O To see the economic meaning of these profit functions, it would be adequate to

understand that P(x) and I'(y) represent the shadow a.e., accounting) Prices of the bacfe-

unit service at the front location x and at the back-unit }ocation y respectively. In this

context, (3.3) implies thatthe shadow cost (i.e., accounting cost) of the back-unit service for

the front-unit locating at x equais r(x,y)+ P(y), i.e., the sum of [the shadow price of the

back-unit service a£ y] and [the transport cost of that service from y to x]. Simiiarly, (3.

4) irnplies that the shczdow net revenue of the back-unit service (produced by the back-unit)

at y equals P(x)-r(x,y), i.e., the shadow price of that service at the front-unit location

x minus the transport cost of that service. Mathematica}iy, the choice of a shadow price

function, P(･), is compietely free, i.e., it does not affect the equiiibrium configuration of the

city. Hence, in each part of the analysis below, we specify this function in the most

convenient maRner so that the economic interpretation of equilibrium conditions become

easlest.

   Note also that our decentraiized mechanism here is essentially differeRt from any

competitive price mechanism. From (3.3), a front-unit must take the location of the

associated back-unit, y, as given; and y indeed affects the profit of the front-unit.

Similarly, frorn (3.4), a back-unit must take the location of the associated froRt-unit, x, as

giveR; and x indeed affects the profit of the back-unit. While in a competitive price

mechanism, each agent is assumed to respond to market prices only; hence, no agent is

concerned about the locatioR of any o£her agent.

4. Equilibrium conditions and further specificatiens

   Given the context of decentralized locationai choice of front-units and

here we describe equilibrium conditions of land and labor markets in the city.

first we introduce the bid rent fatnction of each agent.

   From (2.2), the bid rent function of households is defined as

                      - W(x.)- T(x,x.)-Z
       <Pr(t:x.,z,W(Cw))nv Sh '

From (3.3), the bid rent function of front-units is defined as

                                A(x)- W(x)Lf - P(x,y) - P(y) - ny
       di.(x:y,A(x),VIZ(x),P(y),z7)= s, '
and from (3.4), that of back-units as

                            P(x)- W(y)Lb-r(x,y)- nb
       ¢,(y:x,W(Y),P(X),rrb)== S, '

back-units,

 To do so,

(4.l)

(4.2)

(4.3)
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By definition, {Pr(x:x.,z, VV(x.)) represents the maximum rent (per unit of land) which a

household can bid at each resideRtial locatlon xEgX (given its working locatlon at Ju.) while

eojoying a consumption level, Z, of composite goods; here, the household also takes the

wage rate va(x.) as given. Next, ¢f(x:y, A(x), W(x), P(y), 7ilf) represents the maximum

rent which a front-unit can bid at each location xGX (given the location of the associated

back-unit at y) while enjoying a given profit level, nl; here, the front-unit also takes A(x),

ppr(x), and P(y) as given. Similarly, ¢b(y:x, M7(y), P(x), nb) represents the maximum rent

which a back-unit can bid at each location yEiX (given the location of the associated

front-unit at x) while enioying a given profit level, 7Tb; here, the back-unit also eakes W(y)

and P(x) as given.

    Next, we enumerate unknown variables and functions. As defined before, h(x), f(x),

and b(x) represent respectively the househo}d density, front-unit density and back-unit

density at each location xEfiX. Similarly, R(x) and W(x) represent respectively the Iand

rent and wage rate at each xff X. Further, P(x) represents the shadow price of the back-

uRit service at each xEX.ii

    Given density functions h(x), f(x), and b(x) above, iet their Positive sumports be defined

respectively as

       h+i{xEEX:h(x)>O},Ai{x(ilX:f(x)>O},b.i{xGX:b(x)>O}. (4.4)

Then, as another set of unknown functions, we introduce firm-location corf'espondences, tzf:

b+.A, and yb: L.b+. Here, x=xf(y) means that those firms with their back-units at

location y have their front-units at x; and y=yb(x) means that those firms with their front-

units at location x have their back-units at y. It is always assumed that both tzf and yb

are onto-Lfunctions (i.e., <f(b.)=A and yb(A)=b+), and that xf and yb are inverse to each

other alnzost eve7ywhere (i.e., xf(yb(x))=:x for almost all xei.L.). We also introduce a

commuting corresponctence, C:h+-,.fFUb+; here, x.--C(x) means that households at x

commute to firms at x.. C is also asszamed to be an onto:fotnction (i.e., C(h+)==.L-Ub+).

   As the last set of unknowns, let n)r(gy) represent the (shadow) profit of a front-unit

whose associated bacle-zanit is located at yEiX, and 7rb(x) the (shadow) profit of a back-unit

whose associated .fhont-unit is located at xEiiXi2 Finally, let Z be the consumption level of

composite goods per household, which must be the same for all households in equilibrium.

   Now, let a system,

       (h*(x), f*(x), b"(x), R"(x), M7*(x), P*(x), C*(x), xf*(y), yb"(x),

       7cS(y), rr,*(x), Z*: x,y(iliX), (4.5)
represent an u7ban conLIZgblratton (where d and yb* are inverse to each other almost

everywhere). Given this configuration, for each x, y, aRd x.EX let us defiRe

       A'(x):--yCa[c(x,z)]f"(z)de, (4.6)

       IP'"(xlxtv) =' T( c:xu,,Z*, W"(xw)), (4.7)

       ¢f*(xly)iEi ¢f(x:gt,A*(x), W*(x),P*(gt),rd(y)), (4.8)
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       ¢b*(ylt)='¢b(y:x,W*(y),P*(x),7r;ij(x)),

      fl*(x,y):!iA*(x)-R"(x)Sf-VV"(x)Lf-R'(y)Sb-Pl7*(y)Lb-r(x,y),

and further define

      ht iEi {x Eil X:h*(x) > Q},

      ff ii {x e X:f*(x) > O},

      b+*---{x(!X:b"(x)>O},

       ZP'*(x)!i!maxZP'"(xlx.) forxeiX',
             XwEX
       Qf(x)iiimaxQf(xly) forxEX,
             yGb¥

       ¢b"(y)ifimax¢b"(ylx) foryeX.
             XE#
   Then, we say that (4.5) represents a Nash equitibrium conLfiguration (of the city)

foliowing set of conditions are satisfied:

(i) for land market equilibrium: at each x and yEEX,

      R*(x)=Fmax{{Pr*(x),¢f"(x),¢b*(x),RA},

      h*(x)>o=> Ler*(xlc*(x))-R*(x),

      f*(x)>O=)wf(xly,*(x))==R*(x),

      b*(x)>O >¢b'(xld(x))-R'(x),

      h*(x)S,+f*(x)Sf+b*(x)S,fgl,

      R*(x)>R.=>h*(x)S,+f*(x)S.+b*(x)S,==1,

(ii) for labor market equilibrium:

       C*(hf)--ffUb.*,

      .(lhf(x)du=fr(B)(f*(x)Lf+b*(x)Lb)du

          for every measurable subset B of hf,

(iii) for equilibrium of firm-iocation correspondences:

      `G(bi',),=.',{Ifll%Z[Kinnv.b,,",*kea,"d rf(yg(x)) =x]

      .1[If*(x)de=YC..{.)b'(x)du foreverymeasurablesubset.BoffF,

 53

(4.9)

(4.ld)

(4.11)

(4.12)

(4.13)

(4.14)

q.15)

(4.16)

if the

(4.17)

(4.18)

(4.I9)

(4.20)

(421)

(4.22)

(4.23)

(4.24)

(4.25)

(4.26)
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(iv) for population equilibrium:

       ,4h*(x)du "N･ (4.27)
       Lf*(x)cix-M- Lb"(x)du, (4.2s)
       where 7V =(Lf+Lb)M･

    Next, assuming that (4.5) is a Nash equilibrium configuration, and that it satisfies the

following additional condi£ion: there exists a constant rr" such that for each xEX,

       f*(x)>Oill*(x,yb*(x))==n"= max 17*(z,g). (4.29)
                                zeX,yEX

Then, we say that (4.5) represents a iglobaD equilibn'um conjgu7ution.

    To explain the meaning of each equilibrium condition above, first let us notice that by

(4.14), IE"(x) represents the maxjmum value of household bid rent at x, which is attained

by optimally choosingjob location x.. Next, by the definition of bi every one of M firms

has its back-unit at some location in b.*. Therefore, in (4.15), ¢f*(x) represents the

maximum of all front-unit bid rents at x which can be paid by front-units of M firms; here,

by definition (4.8), a front-unit whose associated back-unit is located at y mus£ retain the

given shadow profit d(y). Similarly, every one of M firms has its front-unit at some

locatlon zE]Cf. Hence, in (4.16), dib'(x) represents the maximum of all back-unit bid rents

at x which can be paid by back-units of M firms; here, a back-unit whose associated front

-unit is loca£ed at z must retain the given shadow profit rd(z).

    Therefore, condition (4.17) means that at each location x, the market rent R"(x) equals

the maximum of the highest bid rents by four types of agents (i.e., households, froRt-units,

back-units, and agriculture). Condition (4.18) means that if some households reside at

location x, then their bid rent must equal the market rent; here, their job location is

specified by C"(x). Conditions (4.19) and (4.20) have a similar meaning. Condition (4.21)

represents an obvious physical land-constraint. Condition (4.22) means that if the market

rent exceeds the agricultural rent, then the land must be occupied by either households or

firms. Together, (4.17)-(4.22) ensure that each location is occupied by the highest bidder.

    Condition (4.23) means that C*(x)>eof*(C"(x))+b*(C*(x))>e, i.e., the commuting

correspondence C" indeed assigns a iob location to each residential location. Condition (4.

24) assures that labor supply equals labor demand at each location. Next, (4.25) means that

the firm-location correspondence xf* (and yb*) indeed assigns a front-unit location to a

back-unit location (and vice versa). Condition (4.26) assures that the firm-location corre-

spondence J<f always assigns the same number of back-units to any given number of front-

units. Finally, (4.27) and (4.28) represent obvious population constraints.

    Let us examine important implications of conditions (4.17) to (4.2e). First, it can

readily be verified that together (4.17) and (4.18) imply that

       h*(x)>O
       =i>Z*=W(C"(x))-T(x,C'(x))-I?'Sb=max(iU(wto)-T(x,x.)-R*(x)Sb).(4.30)
                                          xweX

That is, the cornmuter correspondence C* assigns an optimal working location to each

household in the city so that all households attain the same maximum consumption, Z*, of
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the composite goods. Next, to see the additional implications of conditions (4.19) and (4.

20), iR the same manner as (3.3) and (3.4) let us define for each x, gEiiX,

       W(xly)=-A*(x)-R*(x)Sf-W*(x)Lf-r(x,y)-P*(gy), (4.31)

       17g(ylx)!P*(x)-R*(y)Sb- W"(x)Lb-1"(x,y). (4.32)

TheR, we can readily see that together (4.17) and (4.19) imply that

       f"(x)>Orc>zzf(yb"(x))x17Zl`(xlyb*(x))=:maxav(zlyb*(x)), (4.33)
                                     gEX
which means that given the back-unit location yb"(x), x is indeed the optimal }ocation of the

associated front-unit; and d(gyb*(x)) equals the maximum possible profit of that front-unit.

Similariy, by (4.17) aRd (4.20), it follows that

       b"(y)>O=>rrb*(st'(y))-llX(ylrf(y))-:maxas(zlxLf(y)), (4.34)
                                     zesx
which imp}ies that given the froRt-unit location <T(y), g is indeed an opeimal location of

the associated back-unit; and nff(xf*(y)) equals the maximum possible profie of that back-

unit. SiRce y=yb*(x) means x me=rf(y), we can conclude from (4.25), (4.33), aRd (4.34) £hat for

each xeff, (x,gb*(x)) forms a Nash equilibrium locaeion pair; i.e., for each y(iibi (rf(y),

y) forms a Nash equilibrium location pair. That is, the firm-location corresPonctence yb* (or

rf) assigns a IVash eqblilibriblm location Pair to each firm, comprised of a .front-unit and

bacfe-unit.

   Finaily, in order to assure that the Nash equi}ibrium location pair of each firm is

indeed a (global) optimal location pair, we must confirm that condition (4.29) is indeed

satisfied for all xe.ff. [Here, notice by (4.25) that f"(x)>Oob"(yb(x))>O.] In (4.29), n*

represents the maximum profit which can be attained by a firm choosing optimally the

location of its front-unit and back-unie simultaReously. By definition of functions ll*, ll?t,

and id, the following relationship holds for all x,yEiiX:

       U*(x,g)-ut(xly)+nv(ylx)+P*(x)-P"(y)+r(x,y). (4.35)

Hence, by (4.29), (4.33), and (4.34), the following relation holds for each xEi!.ICr}:

       rr'= 7i:jge(Yb*(X))+iicr(x)+P*(yb"(X))-P'(x)+P(x,yb*(x)). (4.36)

Therefore, if we choose an appropriate shadow price function P* that satisfies the foilow-

ing condition for each x(iiff,

       P*(x)=xP*(yb*(x))+r(x,yb*(x)), (4.37)
then it follows from (4.36) that

       rr*-7i:f(Yb*(X))+rd(x). (4.38)
That is, the total profit of each firm equals the sum of the shadow profits of two-units.i3

   In the subsequent sections, we intend te obtain explicit solutions to the equilibrium

problem described. To do so, we consider a spatial case with ehe following simplifying

assumptlons on parameters:
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       T(x,xw) == tlx-xw[ for all x,x.Ei X, (4.40)

       r(x,y)==rlx-yl+6(x,y)K forallx,gEX, (4.41)

                                   '           where 6(x,y)== (2 l･i::l,

       a[c(x,g)]==B-evlx-yl forallx,gyEX, (4.42)
where each t, T, B, and a is a positive number, and K is a non-negative number. Equation

(4.38) represents a linear location space (i.e., a long-narrow city), and (4.39) means that

commuting cost is a iinear function of distance. In (4.40), K represents the fued cost of

intrafirm communication, which becomes necessary if the two units of a firm is separated

over any positive distance. Equation (4.41) represents a linear accessibility measure.i`

5. Equilibrium eonfigurations

    In this section, we assume that in the intrafirm communication cost function (4.40), we

have

    That is, there exists no /ilxed cost of intwfirm communications. TheR, each (4.39)

through (4.41) represents a iinear function of distance. Hence, we call this case the linear

model.

    For this model, it turns out that given the same set of parameters, there is a possibiiity

that a contiRuum of Nash equilibrium configurations exist.i5 This nonuniqueness of Nash

equilibrium solution is theoretically interesting. However, since the major concern of this

paper is about global equilibrium soiutions, here we discuss global equilibrium configura-

tiens only.i6 Hence, in the rest of this section, an equilibn'um conjignration means albvays

a glbbal one. In this context, we show the following results. First, giveR any set of

parameters, there exists always one and only one (global) equilibrium configuration of the

city. Second, in total, there exists eleven different equilibrium configurations (which are

depicted in Figure 4-A to 4-K beiow). Third, every equilibrium configuration can be

sustained by a competitive price system in which every agent (i.e., a household, front-unit,

or back-unit) follows price-signals oRIy (without considering the location of any other

agent).

   Severai notes are in order. It turns out that either Z' (equilibrium utiiity) or rr"

(equilibrium profit) cannot be determined uniquely (i.e., we can choose freely from one of

them).'7 Hence, in the subsequent analysis, we arbitrarily choose -Z and seti8
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Next, since the actual caiculation for determination of each equiiibrium configuration is

tedious (and similar for many configurations), we demonstrate it for two configurations

only in subsection 5.1, (see 0ta and Fujita (i99e) for calculatiens for the rest ef configura-

tions). In the subsequent analysis, we use the following defiRitions,

        S!=S,+Sb, L=-Lf+L,, (5.3)
and in figures the following notations:

       F=a front-unit area,

        B= a back-unit area,

        H ==a residential area.

Each F, B, H is a part (or the whoie) of f', b", and h' respectively.

5.1. Examples of calculatioRs

   We consider two land use patterns (C and G iR Figure 2. and 3. below) and determine

under what conditions (on parameters) each represents an equilibrium configuration.

Pattern C

Consider a symmetrzc Iand use pattern of which the right half is depicted in Figure 2

(a).19

(a)
F

H
B

o Xl X2

x,y

(b)

      RA

                                                                       x,y

                 -gure2. Equilibrium configuration of Pattern C.

   Front-units and back-units are assumed to be located together uniformly in the central

area, [- vi, xi]; and households are iocated in the suburbaR areas, [xi, x2] and [-x2, -xi].

Density distributions of agents are given by

ipg{yIx)

dil(¢ix)=dib*(xlx)=di*(x,}'dib'(ylx)

V'(x)

RA

x
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       h*(x)-(g/Sh g?g,oci,`',IX,lf{X2 (5'`)

       f*(x)=(8/S g?g,U'kf,Zi, (s.s)

       b"(x)-(6/S g?g,klf,Zi, (s.6)

where, by population constraints (4.27) and (4.28), we have

          SM (S+S,L)M                                . (5.7)                   X2==       Xl=" 2'                           2

We call the land use pattern described by (5.4) to (5.7) .Pkettern C. Using (4.6), (5.5), and (5.

7), the accessibility function for this pattern can be obtained as follows:

              fBM-evMlxl forlxl>xi
       A*(X)= iBM rm a4S M2--illix2 'fo4xtKx,. . (5'8)

Since the front-unit and back-unit of each firm is assumed to be located together, firm-

location correspondences are given by identity-functions, i.e.

       d(y)==yforally(ib.*,andy.*(x)=x forallx(glff. (5.9)

Furthermore, given that households in area H commute inwardly to firms in F and B of

Figure 2 (a), the commuting correspondence in given by2e

       c*(.)-([:±:ll:ll::ilX.ll Igi.ww,22.-<ll!.{.wwXi (s.io)

It can be readily verified (Ogawa and Fujita (1980)) that in order to sustain this commuting

pattern, the wage function must be such that

       W"(x)- W*-tlxl, (5.11)
where l}l7* is an unknown constant. By (4.1), (4.7), and (5.11), the household bid rent function

is given by

       ger*(.I..)= W'-tlXtoIrmst,IX-JUwl--Z. (s.l2)

Next, by appropriately choosing P"(x), we can always make values of d(x) and rd(x)

independent of location x. [In fact, such P"(x) is given by equation (5.23) below.] Hence,

by setting 7cf(x) == tf and rd(x)=nif for each xEX (where rdand rf are still uRknown),

and recalling (4.2), (4.3), (4.8), and (4.9), the bid rent function of front-units and that of back-

units are give respectively by

       ¢,*(.ly)=A*(x)-(LV*-tlxl)Lfs-. Tlx-yl-P"(y)-nz#, (s.13)
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               P'(x)-(W"-ty)Lb-Tx-y-n:g`       dib*(YIX)= s, . (5.14)
    Equation (5.12) implies that

                    W*-tx - Z       max lP'*(xlxw) =                                        for each xeX. (5.15)                        Sh       XwesX
Furthermore, (5.10) and (5.i2) together yield that

                   W"-tx -Z       q*(xlc*(x))=:                                        for each xEX. (5.16)                       S,
Therefore, recalling definieioR (4.14), we can conclude that

                         vpx*-tx -Z       w*(x)x ur*(xIC*(x))=                                        for each xEX. (5.17)                              Sh
Then, since (4.17), (4.18), and (4.22) together imply the following boundary conditions,

       U'*(x2)==R(x2) :R., (5.18)
we can obtain W* as follows:

       W*=Z+tt,+S,R.. (5.19)
This equilibrium household bid rent curve, IP'"(x), is depicted in Figure 2(b).

    Nexe, since f'(x) >O and b*(x) >O at each x Eil[- xi,xi], it must hold by (4.i8), (4.19), and

(5.9) that

       ¢f*(xlx)-¢b*(xlx) forlxlKxh (5.20)
where

               A*x)-(W"-tx)Lf-P*(x)-tf

       ¢f*(xlx)- & , (5.21)
               P*(x)-(MZ*-tx)L,-7TII

       ¢b"(XIX)i: s, ny (5.22)
Relation (5.20) means that since both units of each firm are located together, they should

have the same bid rent at each xff[-xi,xi]. Now, solving equations (5.20) to (5.22) for

P*(x), we can obtain

           rm (A*(x)- W*(x)Lf- 7i:f)Sb+(W"(x Lb- n;lf Sf
                                                    forlxlgxb (5.23)      P'(x)
                              s
where W"(x)= W*-tlxl. Although the value of P*(x) does not matter in the area where

lxl>xi (because no firm is located there in equilibrlum), for convenience we define

      P"(x)=P*(xi)-TIxl forlxl>xi. (5.24)
   Next, in the global equilibrium condition (4.36), if we use (5.9) and set n:f(y)== rd and

rrb'(x)=:rd, then we have

which means that the (total) profit of each firm equals the sum of the shadow profits of the

two units. Now, if we define the combined bid rent fanction, ¢*(x), by
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              A*(x)-(W*-tlxlL-rr*                                          for each x(E X, (5.26)       ip*(x)=- S
then we can readily see that (5.20) implies

       dif*(xlx)=¢b*(xix) =¢*(x) for lxlKxi. (5.27)
This relation is depicted in Figure 2(b). By defiRition, di'(x) represents the maximum rent

(per unit of land) which a firm can pay at each x when both units of the firm are located

together (while achieving the equilibrium profit rr").

    Recall that the land-market equilibrium conditions (4.17) to (4.22) together mean, in

short, that each location is to be occupied by agents with the highest bid rent. Using

functions (5.13), (5.14), (5.17), and (5.26) above, this requirement can be restated into the

following set of conditions:

       (a) op*(x)2) IP'*(x) for all lxlsgxi, and ¢"(x)sg llf"(x) for all lxl;}ixi.

       (b) Given any x such that lxlKxi, we have ¢b"(ylx)E{max{¢"(y),IE"(y),I?A} for

          all yEiX.

       (c) Given any x such that [xls{xi, we have ¢f*(zlx)f{:max{di'(z), Ur"(z),RA} for all

          2G X.
   Notice from (5.17) that er*(x) represents a straight line (on each side of O), and from

(5.8) and (5.26) that ¢*(x) is strictly concave on [-xi,xi] and linear in the rest of X.

Therefore, as can be seen from Figure 2(b), condltion (a) is satisfied if and only if

       ¢*(xi)== Lger*(xi), and (5.28)
       O*(O)2) 4r*(O). (5.29)
Equation (5.28) yields that

       rr*== BM- a2S M2- W*L- SR., (5.30)
and we can readily see that relation (5.29) holds if and only if

            S,M                   ev' (5.31)       ttfg          2(S+S,L)

   Next, condition (b) rneaRs the following (refer to Figure 2(b)): Take any firm of which

front-unit }ocates at some location x in the area [- xi,xi] (=!fS, which is the location area

of firms). Given the front-unit location at x, by changing the location of the associated

back-unit to various points y in X we can obtain the bid rent curve of this back-unit over

X. As can be seen frorn (5.14), given fued Jk3 ¢b*(ylx) represents an inverse-V-shaped curve

(which is depicted in Figure 2(b)). In this context, condition (b) means that given any xE

[-xi,xi], this back-unit bid rent curve, ¢b*(ylx), is always below the envelope of the three

curves, ¢*(x), 4r"(x), and RA. By (5.14),

                  (tLb-T)/Sb forOSc<y
       o<z>g(yix) -
                  (tl].b+T)/Sb forO<y<c (5.32)          Og -
                  (-IEL.b+T)/Sb fory<Os;;x,
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and by (5.26),

        d¢*(x) -(2ex/s)+a          ,ix-s ferx>O, (s.33)
which is decreasing in x. Hence, this condition of dominance (of ¢b"(ylx) by max{¢*(x),

 IP'"(x),RA}) is satisfied if and only if the following set of conditions are satisfied (refer to

Figure 2(b)):

        -(2czx,gs)+ th ., ddith(x) }, adib*o(yx.i x) ,. agf T, (s.34)

        g,. ddi.'10).Odigi2X) ., ag2T, (s.3s)

       dib"(ylx)Kep*(y) foral}ys{Osx. (5.36)
Using (5.7) and (5.34), we have

          S,M                  S,L, - S2L,                            t. (5.37)       T2saww s
We can readily see that condition (5.35) is always satisfied if (5.31) and (5.37) are satisfied,

and that together (5.31) aRd (5.37) imply

          S,+S,L,                  t. (5.38)        T>             Sh
Using (5.38), it can be readily verified that condition (5.36) is always satisfied if (5.29) is

satisfied. Therefore, we can conclude that condition (b) is satisted ijC and only ijC

 conditions (5.30), (5.31), and (5.37) are satis}fied.

    Next, condition (c) means that given a fixed location of a back-unit at any xe[-xi,

xi], the bid rent curve, ¢f*(21x), of the asseciated front-uRit is always dominated by at Iease

one of three curves, di*(2), Ur"(2), and RA. In a manner similar to (b) the above (i.e., by

examiningthesignof[6dif*(zlx)/[]z-0¢"(2)/0z]ateach2(!XforeachxEii[-xi,xi]),itcan
be readily verified that ij conditions (5.30), (5.31), and (5.37) are satistea then condition (c)

 is always satisted.2i Therefore, summarizing the results, we can see that three conditions,

(a), (b), and (c), can be satisy7ed ij and only ij (5.30), (5.31), and (5.37) are satiSy7eal Then,

siRce (5.30) is the equation that defiRes the equilibrium value of rr*, only (5.31) and (5.37)

represent the set of parameter conditions that are necessary for Pateern C. Therefore, we

can conclude that ,Ptzttern C mpresents an equilibrium land use conjguration of and only

 of Parameter condition& (5.31) and (5.37), are satMeal This parameter regioR for Pattern

C is denoted by area C in Figure 5 below.

Pattern G

   Next, consider a syrnmetric land use pattern of which right half is depicted in Figure

3(a). All front-units are iocated tegether in the central area, [-xi,xi], which forms the

CBD. Workers for the CBD commute from the surrouRding residential areas, [-x2,-xi]

and [xi,x2]. All back-units together with their workers are located in the far suburbs, [-x3,

-x2] and [x2,x3]; no commuting occurs in these areas. Density distributions of agents are

given by
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B
F H

H

o Xl X2 X3

x,y

(b)

RA

di?(x)

dib"(.X)
V"(x)

ut"(x)=ut'(xlx)=dig(x)

RA

o       Xl X2
Figure3. Equilibrium configuration of Pattern G.

X3

x,y

               1/Sh for xisglxlKx2
       h"(x)= Lb/(ShLb+Sb) forx2s;lxlSx3 (5.39)
               O elsewhere,

       f.(.).,,ti/s, forlxlsi;xi (s.4o)
              kO elsewhere,

       b.(.)=l!/(S,L,+Sb) fOrX2S{glXIKX3 (s.41)

              ko e}sewhere,
where, by population constraints (4.27) and (4.28), we have

                    (Sf+S,L.)M                                     (S + S,L)M           S,M                                               ･ (5.42)                         2 ,X3= 2       Xl= 2 ,X2""

The land use pattem described by (5.39) te (5.42) is called I]kettern G. Using (4.6), (5.40), and

(5.42), the accessibility funceion for this pattern can be obtaiRed as

                BM-aMlxl for lxl>xi
                                                                        (5.43)       A*(x) =
                au-a4S"M2-3Iii;x2 forlxlfs;;xi.

Since front-units in area [O, xi] (in area [- xi, O]) are associated with back-units in area [x2,

x3] (in area [-x3, -x2]), firm-location correspondences are given by
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       Azf(y)=-([Z±zz[::Ix.;] Ig;.-,z3g<g.{,-x2 (s.44)

               '
       yg(x)==([:il.`c2,l:l:l;:i ig;,-.xf.x.fe (s.4s)

The commuting correspondence is given by

                (x+xi)xi/(x2-xi) for-x2<xg-xi

       C*(x)==(x-xi)xi/(x2-xi) forxigx<x2 (5.46)
                x for x, f{;]t]Kx,.
    Setting Z*=:Z, af(y)= icf, and rd(gy)= 7rSF in equations (4.7), (4.8), and (4.9), we have

the following bid rent functions:

                 W"( ww) -t c- xwl - Z        IP'*(tlxw)= s, , (5.47)
                A*(x)- W"(x)Lf-rx-y - P*(y)- 7cf       pt(xly)== s, , (5.48)
                P*(x)- W*(y)L,-Tx-y - rd

       ¢b"(glx)= s, ･ (s.4g)First, we determine the spatial structure of the shadow price function, P*(x). Since ff x

[-xi, xi], it must hold by (4.16), (4.17), and (4.20) that

       ¢b'(clG(u))==¢b*(x)iiii max ¢b'(xlz) forx2glxlgx3, (5.50)
                         -X15Z5Xl

which implies that

       P*(rf'(x))-TltziS(u)-xl=:max(P"(z)-rlz-xl) forc2f{;Ixls:r3. (5.51)
                            -XISZAXI
Using the function rf(x) given by (5.44), we can readily see that for the relation (5.51) to

hold for x2KlxlSx3, P*(x) must be such that

       P"(x)=P*-Tlxl forlvlSvb (5.52)
where P* is an unknown constant. Next, together (4.15), (4.17), and (4.19) imply that

       ¢f'(xlyb*(x))-dif*(x)gg max                               pt(xly) forlxlgxi. (5.53)
                         x2SIy[5xs

In a manner simiiar to the above, using (5.45) and (5.51), we can obtain the following

relation:

       P"(x)=Jl'"*-Tlxl forx2glxlKx3, (5.54)
where P"* is another unknown constant. It is not difficult to see from the forms of bid rent

functions (5.48) and (5.49) that by appropriately choosing rd and nlf, we can require that P'

=P"*. Furthermore, the value of P*(x) in the area where no firm is located cannot be

determined uniquely. Hence, withou£ loss of generality, we can assume that

       P*(x)=P*-Tlxl forallxEIX (5.55)
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Then, using (5.55) and definitions (4.i5) and (4.16), we can obtain the following haczximtzm)

bid Tent cblrves of front-units and back-uRits respectively:

       ¢,.(.)-A*(x)-PV"(x)Lg,-(P'wwrxl-7i:;'`) for.ffx, (5.56)

       o,*(.).., P*.- TIXI- ge,'(X)Lb- TB for xEi x. (5.57)

These curves are depicted in Figure 3(b).

    Next, we define the spatial structure of the wage function, W"(x). Again, similar to

the report by 0gawa and Fujita (198e), we can see that in order to sustain the commutiRg

pattern given by (5.46), it must hold that

       VV*(x)=:W'-tixl forlxisx2, (5.58)
and

        dW*(x)               s:;t for all xei X. (5.59)          du

Condition (5.59) implies that

       Ur"(x)---maxlP'*(xlx.)=:LP'"(xlx) forallxEX. (5.6e)
              xwerX

Therefore, by (5.47) and (5.58),

              W*-tlxl--Z                              for lxl fg x2, (5.61)       er*(x)==
                   Sh

which glves the household bid-rent curve in the commuting area, lxl<x2 (refer to Figure

3(b)). Next, as depicted in Figure 3(b), in the noncommwhng area where x2f{;lxls;x3,

households and back-units should have the same bid rent:

       U]'"(x)= dib*(sc) for x2 s;ixls;l x3. (5.62)
Hence, usiRg (5.60), we have that Ur'(xlx)= dib'(x) for x2<lxl< x3, or

       PV*(x)--Z P"-rlx-W"x)Lb-n:gF '           Sh- s, forx2sglxls;x3,
which yields that

              (P*-7i2?)Sh+ZSb Sh       W"(x)==                                       Tlulforx2s;;1ulsx3. (5.63)
                  S,+S,L, S,+S,L,
Setting x=x2, by (5.57) and (5.62), we have

       W"=(P'-s,rd+)sS,hi,ZSb(Si(g,S÷hLs',)LA`,ZShr+(Sf+S2hL'Mt. (s.64)

Considering (5.59), without loss of generality we can set VPi"(x)= M7*(x3)-tixi for lxi2x3,

In surnmary, we have

                VY*-tlxl for lxl:f{;x2
                (P*-rd)S,÷2S, S,       W"(X)= s,+s,Lb s,.i-s,L,TIxlforx2E{Ixls;x3 (s.6s)

                I?I7*(x3)-ti ul for ix?x3,

where W" is given by (5.64).
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    The value of (P*-rd) in (5.64) and (5.65) can be determined as follows. By the

boundary rent condition, IP"(u3I u3)=RA, we have that M7*(x3)==2 +RASh. Hence, by (5.65),

we have

        P*-rd==R.S,-l-(-Z+R.S,)L,+S+2ShLz:M. (s.66)

 Finally, since the two bid reRt curves, pt(x) and 4r:*(x), must rneet at x=:xi (refer to Figure

 3(b)), by setting (nj(xi)=: er*(xi), we can obtain

                     evsf        P*+nt=BM-2M2-W*L.-S,R., (5.67)
and hence

                         a&        rr'==rd+rd=BM- 2 M2

            -(w*Lf+(P'-s,rd+)sS:L+,ZSbL,)-sR.-S2b((sS,++Ss',iLL),IY[r. (s.6s)

    Now, recalling condition (5.59) and referriRg to Figure 3(b), we can readily see that for

 Pattern G to represent an equilibrium coRfiguration, it is necessary and sufficient that the

followiRg three conditions be satisfied:

              dW"(x)
        (a)                      {;; t'
                 du

        (b) dif*(o);}rer*(o),

        (C) T*(xi)}i¢b"(xi).

 By (5.65), condition (a) means tha£ Shr!(Sb" ShLb) sg;t or

           S, + S,Lb                   t. (5.69)        rS              Sh

Condition (b) Ieads to

           all4 Sb+ShLb                                                                         (5.70)        TS2- S, t'
 It is Rot difficult to see that condition (c) is satisfied if and only if (5.69) holds.

    Therefore, we can conclude that Pattern G represents an equilibrium land use configu-

ration if and only if parameter conditions, (5.69) and (5.70), are satisfied. This pararr}eter

region for Pattern G is denoted by area G in Figure s below.

    If we assume that all back-units supply a homogeneous service, called the bacle-unit

 service, to froRt-units, then both equilibrium configurations of Patterns C and G can be

supported by competitive price systems. To see this, assuming that [instead of shadow

 profk func£ions (3.3) and (3.4)], the (reaD profit function of each front--unit is given by

        zts == A(x)-R(x)Sf- W(x)Sf-P(x), (5.71)
 and that of each back-unit by

        7tb(y,x)--P(x)-,l?(y)S,-W(y)L,-I-'(x,y). (5.72)

In contrast to (3.3), we assume by the profit function (5.71) that each front-unit purchases

the back-unit service at its location, x, at a given market price, P(x). By (5.72), we assume
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that each back-unit (locating at y) is free to choose a location, x, for sale of its back-unit

service. It is not difficult to see that if we use P*(x) glven by (5.23) and (5.24) as the market

price of back-unit service at each location, then the land use configuration of Pattern C can

be attained as a competitive equilibrium (provided parameter conditions (5.31) and (5.37)

are satisfied). Sirailarly, under the back-unit service price P*(x) given by (5.55), the land

use configuration of 'Pattern G can be attained as a competitive equilibrium. More

generally, it can be verified that any global equilibrium configuration can be attained as a

competitive equilibrium.23

5.2. Cornparison of equilibrium eonfiguratjons

    Figure 4-A through 4-K depict all possible equilibrium configurations. The upper part

of each figure depicts a land use configuration, and the lower part the associated land rent

configuration. The parameter region of each equilibrium configuration is denoted in

Figure 5.

    Pattern A represents a completely mixed configuration, in whlch all three types of

agents (i.e., front-units, back-units, households) are located in the same proportion every-

where in the city, that is, each front-unit is located together with its back-unit and its

workers.

    In Patterns B to F, the city is surrounded by pure residential areas on both sides of the

furthest suburbs. Front-units and back-units are located always closely. As we can see

from Figure 5, these five patterns occur when T>((Sb+ShLb)/Sh)t, that is, when the

intrafirm commuting cost rate, r, is relatively high compared to the commuting cose rate,

t'

    In Patterns G to K, both sides of the furthest suburbs consist of back-unit area in

which back-units are loca£ed together with their workers. As can be seen from Figure 5,

these five patterns occur when t>((Sb+ShLb)/Sh)t, i.e., when the intrafirm commuting

cost rate is relatively low compared to the commuting cost rate.

    In Figure 5, as we move towards the upper-right direction, i.e., as both the commuting

cost rate t and intrafirm communication cost rate T increase simultaneously, which is

unexpected, more mixture of three activities occurs.

    We can also observe the following results from Figure 5:

(i) Given any value of Ma (== the firm-population size multlplied by the interfirm communi-

cation cost rate), the (t,T)-parameter space is always divided into the same number (eleven)

of regioRs (i.e., equilibrium configurations.)

(ii) Furthermore, the parameter region of each equilibrium configuration expands towards

the upper-right direction proportionally to im.

(iii) In turn, this implies that given any fixed combination of (t,T), as Mbf continues to

lncrease (e.g, the firm-population size M increases), the equilibrium configuratlon of the

city becomes eventually either Pattern F or G.

(iv) Given any fixed combination of t and Ma, as r keeps decreasing (i.e., as the intrafirm

commuRication technology continues to improve), the equilibrium configuration of the city

becomes eveRtually either Pattern G, H, or I. In either one of these three pateerns, the far

suburbs are occupied by back-units aRd their workers. Therefore, the advancement of
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                 Figure5. Parameter regions for equilibrium configurations,

intrafirm communication technologies provides a major cause of job-suburbanization.

6. Conclusion

   In this paper, we have developed a general equiiibrium model of the city, in which each

firm consists of a front-unit and back-unit. We have shown that depending oR the

parameters, eieven different equilibrium configurations of the city emerge. In particular,

it has been demonstrated that the advancement of intrafirm communication technology
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will eventually lead to dichotomy of firm activities, where the front-unlt activity (special-

ized in extrafirm communications) will concentrate in the city center, while the back-unit

activity will be located in the far suburbs.

    Our model presented in this paper is relatively simple, and it is desirable to extend the

model into the following directions. First, although we have assumed that there exists no

flxed cost of intrafirm communlcations, (i.e., K=O in (4.40)) this assumption is not very

realistic, that js, intrafirm communications between a front-unit and back-unit may be

hampered signiflcantly even if the two units are located a block away. Hence, it is

important to introduce the fixed-cost of intrafirm communicatlons. With K>O, some of

previous eleven configurations will not represent equilibrium solutions any more. Second,

you will note that in any one of eleven equilibrium configurations, a}I front-units are

located contiguously (i.e., in each Figure 4-A to 4-K, the F-area is always connected). That

is, in the context of the present paper, no subcenter emerges in the city. This result is due

to the assumption of a linear accessibility rneasure (represented by (4.42)). With the

introduction of a nonllnear accessibility measure, the formation of subceRters may become

possibie. For an extension in this direction, the work by Fujita and Ogawa (1982) will be

usefui. Third, we need to replace fixed-coefficient functions with more general utility and

production functions. Finally, in this paper we have considered one type of iabor and one

type of firm only. With the introduction of multiple types of labor and firm, our model will

become more useful for the explanation of actual spatial configurations of metropolitan

areas.

Feotnotes

1. We hasten to note that there are several papers on spatial pricing aRd spatial competi-

   tion which consider location of multi-outlet firms (for a survey, see, for example,

   Gabszewicz and Thisse (1986)). Here, however, our focus is on the vertical division of

   firm actMties (in contrast to horizontal dMsion). There also exists many papers

   which examine optlmal location of multiple units having input-output linkages (for a

   survey, see, for example., Hansen et. al. (1987)). Here, our focus is on the geReral

   equilibrium aspects of cities with many firms having multiple units.

2. There currently exists a large body of literature on information technoiogles and thelr

   impacts on spatlal and industrial organizations, which forms the background of this

   paper [for recent studies, see, for example, Estabrooks and Lamarche (1987) and

   Giaoutzl and Nijkamp (1988)]. Our purpose here is to develop a formal model for the

   study of interactions between the communication technologies and urban spatial

   organlzatlon.

3. Although back-units may interact with other agents (iR the city as well as outside the

   city), such interaction costs are assumed to be the same regardless of their location in

   the city and hence these coses are suppressed in our model.

4. Note that all firms are assumed to be jdentical in their location behavior. They are, of

   course, different in other aspects such as the informatlon or services they produce.

   Otherwise, no communication would be necessary among firms.
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 5. It is true that communications are two-way activities. Recall, however, that all firms

    are assumed to be identical in terms of their iocation behavior. Therefore, for any

    given pair of front-units, the optimal level of contact between the two units (which is

    chosen independently by each) become the same. Hence, no problem of asymmetric

    demand in contact arises. Here, we assume implicitly that each pair of front-units

    splits equally thelr contact costs.

 6. Here, it is assumed that the contact activity q(x,z) contributes to the enhancement of

    the (physical) productlvity of the firm and also to the increase in the demand for the

    product of the firm. Hence, Y[q(x,2)] represents the total contribution of q(x,z) to the

    increase in the revenue of the firm. In equation (2.3), the benefits and costs of all

    activities of the firm other than those of communication, land and labor are assumed

    to be fixed and suppressed.

 7. Notice that (2.3) represents a typical communication model (or endagenozcs contact

    model), while (2.6) a spatial externalily model (or accessibilily model). As we have seen,

    if we relate the accessibility function a and benefit function V by (2.5), the two models

    become mathematically equivalent. For further elaboration of this point, see Fujita

    and Smith (1990).

 8. This complication does not arise for households. Aithough each household must

    choose two locations, a residentiai location and working Iocation, it consumes land at

    the residential location only.

 9. More generally, in (3.3) we can replace P(y) by Pb(y) and in (3.4) we can replace P(x)

    by Ilf(x), where ]Fts(y) and Itf(x) can be any Iocation of y and x respectively.

10. Generalizing (3.3) and (3.4), Iet us consider the following pair of decentralized profit

    functions:

       7cf(xly)=A(x)-R(x)Sf-VV(x)Lf-al"(x,y)-P(y),

       rr,(ylx)==P(x)-R(y)S,-W(y)L,-xlti"(x,y).

    Then, it can be readily verified that condition (3.1) can be satisfied if and only if a==

    1=:B･

11. As noted before, P(x) can be any function of x. However, in the following analysis we

    treat it as aR unknown function because we wish to choose such a function P(x) that

    is most convenient for the economic lnterpretation of equilibrium conditions.

12. The reason for the choice of notation 7(y(y) and 7rb(x) is as follows. Consider the front-

    unit and back-unit of any specific flrm. Given the back-unit location, say y, the front-

    unit is free to choose its location. Therefore, the equilibrium (i.e., maximum) profit n:f

    of that front-unit should be a function of y (i.e., the location of the associated back-

    unit); hence we denote it by z7(y). Similarly, given the front-unit location, say x, the

    back-unit is free eo choose its location. Therefore, the equilibrium profit nbof that

    back-unit should be a x"unction of x (i.e., the location of the associated front-unit);

    hence we denote it by rrb(x).

13. It is not difficult to show that we can always find P* such that condition (4.37) is

    satisfied for ail xEilff. For exampies of such P*, see section 5.

14. 0ne way to derive the linear accessibility measure (4.41) is as follows. In the profit

    function (2.3), assume that the communlcation benefit function V is given by the
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    foliowing entropy-type function:

        v(,)=l-ll-(1+logB)-glog-I; forq<7tB

              iB for q)i 71e
    Then, solving the maximization problem (2.4), we obtain a nagative emponential contact

   fanction, q"(c)= 7(Be-'C. Substituting this relation into (2.5), we have a nqgative

    oponential accessibilily function, a(c)=Be"C. Therefore, if we assume the following

    communication cost function,

           c(x,y)=log(1--2i-lx-yD-iir,

    then we obtain the linear accessibility measure (4.41). Notice that the communication

   cost function c(x,g) above is convex in distance Ix-yl, which is a realistic specifica-

   tion for the case of a face-to--face communication under consideration. For further

    explanations, see Fujita and Smjth (1990).

15. More precisely, given each set of pararneters, there exists oRe and only one Nash

   equilibrium land ztse Pattern. However, given a Nash equilibrium land use pattern (e.

   g., Pattern C below), there can possibly exist a continuum of different equilibrium land

    rent curves which supports that land use pat£ern. This nonuniqueRess in equiiibrium

   land rent curve is not trivial because it imp}ies Ronuniqueness in equilibrium profit-

   levels of firms (or utility-levels of households): that is, in a Nash equilibrium (e.g.,

   Pattern C below), firms at different locations may attain different levels of (total)

   profit.

16. About nonuniqueness of Nash equilibrium, we plan to discuss systematically in a

   subsequent paper.

17. This is because each household consumes a fixed amount of land (Sh), and each firm

   has a fixed-coefficient technology.

18. We can interpret (5.2) as follows. Although the Rumber of firms in the city is fixed

   (at M), households are assumed to be able to move at no cost between the city and the

   rest of the national economy. Then, in equilibrium, the total number of households in

   the city is given by (2.8), and the utility of residents equals the national utility level

   given by (5.2).

I9. In a manner similar to Ogawa and Fujita (1980), we can show tha£ any (global)
   equilibrium configuration is symmetric in respect to the center of the city.

20. Actually, there exists infinitely many commuting correspondences which are consis-

   tent with Pattern C. Equation (5.7) represents one such example.

21. Notice that since the equilibrium rent curve R"(x) is defined by (4.17), the only

   unknowns left are 7cf, rd, and P*(x). It turRs out that three unknowns cannot be

   determined uniquely. That is, given any 7cf and nb* that satisfy (5.25), if we define

   P*(x) by (5.23) and (5.24), then all equilibrium conditions, (4.17) through (4.29), are

   satisfied by the configuration (4.5) determined above. This indeterminacy of the three

   unknowns can also be seeR by (5.13) and (5.14). In the front-unit bid reRt function (5.

   13), what matters is not the individual values of P'(y) and d, but the sblm, P"(y)÷ 7cf.
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    Similarly, in (5.14), only the difference, P*(x)- rf, matters.

22. Again, correspoRdences (5.44) ancl (5.45) are just exampies; there are infiRitely many

    correspondences which are consistent with Pattern G. The sarne note applies to the

    correspondence (5.46).

23. It turns out that if there exists a fixed cost of intrafirm communications (i.e., K>O),

    then this statement does not hold true; that is, there exist globai equilibria that canRot

    be subsisted as competitive equilibria. We plaR to investigate systematicaliy in a

    subsequent paper the relaeionship between globai equilibria, Nash equilibria and

    competitive equiiibria.
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